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Abstract: The paper addresses issues related to the citrus waste valorisation process and its inherent uncertainties from the perspective of a new and innovative firm. Thus, we investigate the relevance/role of a business plan analysis in developing a new business (new biobased value chains) in the case of citrus waste valorisation. We look primarily at the inherent uncertainty associated with the start-up phase of a new business aimed at producing and wholesaling semi-finished products derived from the recovery of citrus waste in southern Italy. In order to do so, we use a qualitative case study approach focusing on a small citrus waste valorisation firm located in Calabria, using Agro Management Development (AMD) as a unit of analysis. The main findings of our analysis can be summarized as follows: (i) focusing primarily on one area of uncertainty (i.e., market uncertainty) might undermine chances of success, as it could indicate an incomplete business strategy to stakeholders, hence hindering their willingness to commit to a new entrepreneurial initiative; (ii) although a business plan could be an effective way to narrow down uncertainty for a new innovative firm, it should be properly customised in order to address all relevant dimensions of uncertainty. Indeed, an insufficiently developed plan might be counterproductive, revealing (for instance, to possible investors) an inadequate strategy for facing and solving emerging problems, therefore putting the whole business project at risk.
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1. Introduction

The need to find a sustainable and economically viable way of managing waste, particularly food waste, is a driving force behind many recent waste valorisation practices around the world [1]. Additionally, it is now widely accepted that food waste constitutes a largely underexploited reservoir from which a variety of valuable resources—from chemicals to energy—can be derived [2]. The specific case of citrus waste valorisation is particularly interesting in this regard because of the massive industrialisation associated with this specific value chain, which generates a huge amount of waste.

Many agro-industrial stakeholders in the Mediterranean are indeed trying to engage in activities to valorise citrus waste derived from the production value chains (Mediterranean citrus producers account for about 20% of world citrus production and 60% of the world’s fresh citrus trade [3]). Nevertheless, the uncertainty that is typically associated with the development of new...
products and technologies might hinder this trend. A few examples of key sources of uncertainties in this area are: heterogeneity of drivers of change; technology challenges in scaling up; capital generation; low degree of market transparency; need to establish new and highly complex value chains; lack of information on bio-based production (BBP) among consumers and downstream producers; integration of new BBP into existing value chains; high price competition with traditional products; and, sustainability factors [4]. Uncertainty becomes even more significant when production input is classified as waste, a fact which might determine, for instance, unpredictable demand-side behaviours due to perceived health risks or problems linked to the legislative framework, which might forbid or limit the use of waste for certain applications.

Although firms may not be able to fully control or eliminate uncertainty, they can take calculated measures to minimise possible losses linked to negative decision outcomes [5]. One way of doing this would be for innovating companies to adapt their business development approaches to different environmental conditions and to varying degrees of uncertainty [6]. However, in order to achieve this, a better understanding of the various sources of uncertainty and of their effects on the emerging BBP market, as well as of the hazards (and opportunities) they create, is needed [4].

The present study aims to assess the effectiveness of a business plan analysis as a tool to manage uncertainty. Specifically, our paper addresses the relevance of a business plan analysis for a small citrus waste valorisation firm located in Calabria, an economically lagging region in the south of Italy. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study concerning the citrus waste valorisation process and its inherent uncertainties has been undertaken through a business plan analysis.

The paper is structured as follows: a theoretical discussion, reviewing the concept of uncertainty as it has evolved over the years, is provided in Section 2; in Section 3, the uncertainty taxonomy is analysed in association with business planning, in an attempt to identify if and how this tool can contribute to narrowing down uncertainty; Section 4 depicts the case study and the methodology. Section 5 presents results and, finally, concluding remarks are highlighted in Section 6.

2. Uncertainty in Food Waste Valorisation Activities: A Theoretical Appraisal

Uncertainty is a major challenge for new economic activities as well as for already established businesses aiming to explore new opportunities. In the presence of a high degree of uncertainty, entrepreneurs might be discouraged from investing financial resources while also finding it hard to obtain external sources of funding. Basically, high uncertainty creates a paralysis loop, which curbs investments and puts any innovative activity on hold. Hence, it is no surprise that economists have continually attempted to tackle the issue of uncertainty in the production process. However, before looking into how this has been done, we shall first provide a general definition of the concept of uncertainty in the economic literature.

2.1. Defining Uncertainty

The traditional definition of uncertainty was introduced in the early twentieth century by the American economist Frank Knight [7]. Knightian uncertainty has to be understood as risk that is immeasurable, i.e., not possible to calculate. In this sense, uncertainty differs from risk as the latter refers to a situation where the probability of the alternative outcomes (or alternative states of the world) is either known ex-ante, or can be reliably estimated. Conversely, uncertainty entails the impossibility of specifying numerical probabilities for specific events.

Therefore, the distinction between risk and uncertainty relates to “knowledge about probabilities,” this being unproblematic in the first case and problematic in the second case [8,9]. However, there is another type of knowledge that is not always available to the decision maker; namely “knowledge about the possibilities” (i.e., knowledge about all possible states of the world). Whenever knowledge about possibilities is problematic, risk and uncertainty, as defined above, no longer apply. Under this condition we refer to ambiguity and ignorance.

Dosi and Egidi, from an evolutionary economics perspective, refer to these four types of uncertainty (i.e., risk, uncertainty, ambiguity and ignorance) as substantive forms of uncertainty. As
put by the authors, “a quite diffused theoretical presumption in the economic analysis of information is that agents make the best possible use of the available information, which is generally taken to mean both that they utilize maximisation procedures and that these procedures are somewhat ‘naturally’ associated with their normal cognitive competences. That is, there is no competence gap in their information processing” [10]. However, the complexity of the decision characterizing most aspects of modern societies may easily determine a competence gap, in addition to the information gap. Following Dosi and Egidi [1], we shall refer to such circumstances—whereby the decision makers are constrained in their computational and cognitive capabilities—as characterized by procedural uncertainty.

As discussed in Morone and Tartiu [4], complex innovation systems are largely characterized by both types of uncertainty. In fact, introducing an innovation involves uncertainty at various levels. First, since an innovation is something that has not yet been attempted on the market, its results are characterized by substantive uncertainty at the time of decision. Moreover, since complex systems are characterized by a tight interrelation between parts and the collective behaviour of the system, this produces further (procedural) uncertainty due to “the density of structural linkages and interactions between the parts of an interdependent system” [11].

Within complex innovation systems, the notion of procedural uncertainty is compatible with, and complementary to, the notion of substantive uncertainty: a reality that is subject to a non-predetermined structural change may also be complex, and people who are capable of innovating may also have limited abilities [12]. Hence, we can agree that complex innovation systems are characterized by substantive uncertainty as well as procedural uncertainty. In what follows we shall try to give an account of such forms of uncertainty in the specific case of a food waste valorisation system. As we will show, the emerging complex system is characterized by many sources of uncertainty related to the non-predetermined structure of the system (such as unpredictable demand-side behaviours due to perceived health risks or regulation-side problems, which might at the time be too tight, too loose or temporally unstable) as well as to the complex interdependence of the system itself.

2.2. Mapping Uncertainty

As noted previously, uncertainty is a major obstacle to the development of bio-based production activities, generating multiple orders of problems. First and foremost, is the problem of funding instability, which stems from the substantive uncertainty associated with such activities. It was observed that new bio-based chemicals need 5 to 10 years longer than most investors can tolerate without revenues or profits. This relates to the scaling-up problem, with venture capitalists and risk-oriented equity investors often unwilling to put up the billions of dollars needed for commercial scale up [13].

Another source of substantive uncertainty is associated with technology performance, since uncertainty is not only “about the technology itself, which still needs to be shaped, but also about the socio-institutional setting in which the emerging technology will be embedded.” Technology developers will perceive uncertainty about user requirements and market demand, whereas potential users will perceive uncertainty about what the new technology might have to offer” [14]. Furthermore, the uncertainty about the technology itself can be greatly influenced by stakeholders’ perception of technology (based on their knowledge, previous experiences, expectations, risk aversion, etc.), thus this kind of uncertainty may hinder a proper assessment of the innovation and consequently postpone the innovation decision or even encourage its abandonment. Along with the uncertainty about the technology itself, two other types of uncertainty shall be carefully considered. The first is (i) uncertainty about the relation between the technology and the infrastructure within which the new technology will be integrated. Firms will hesitate to invest in a technology that requires a new infrastructure or in a new infrastructure when the technology that complements it is still lacking. The second is (ii) uncertainty about the availability of alternative technological solutions. Typically, technological change creates uncertainty with respect to the speed of development and improvement of new technologies relative to current state-of-the-art technologies, as well as
uncertainty about the possibility that future technologies can cause older technologies to become obsolete [15].

In addition, there is the uncertainty related to the potential market size, the need to set new and complex value chains, which require a long-term perspective, as well as the uncertainty associated with the overarching regulatory framework. This latter source of uncertainty exerts rather direct effects on determining whether investments have potential instability in the regulatory environment, which might hinder firms from investing in new technologies/products [14,16]. In contrast, a stable and reliable regulatory environment reduces the risk of hold-up and ex-post expropriation by state actors, creating conditions under which firms are more willing to make sunk investments. Another fundamental source of uncertainty stems from markets’ unpredictability. Indeed, any new product, no matter how innovative, would quickly disappear if not placed in a sufficiently large market. Additionally, in the case of bio-based materials and bio-chemicals, both innovative players and market regulators are challenged to manage the trade-off between the benefits that new innovative technologies provide for consumers and the costs they impose on supply chain actors. Thus, market uncertainty can be subdivided into the following subcategories: (i) consumer uncertainty, which refers to both consumer preferences (“Potential customers cannot easily articulate their needs and preferences that the new technology should fulfil” [17]) and characteristics (In most cases, both the developers of the new technology and the investors want to be certain about consumer characteristics in order to proceed with the innovation) as well as to the demand pattern (especially the demand size and the time required to become stable); (ii) supplier uncertainty, encompassing mainly uncertainty about partners as, for instance, in a joint venture. This type of uncertainty increases significantly in the case of innovations that require establishing a new supply chain, and therefore new relations; (iii) competitive uncertainty, categorized as innocent competitive uncertainty if related to lack of awareness to the prospective actions of competitors, and strategic competitive uncertainty whenever stakeholders deliberately create uncertainty for their competitors in order to gain an advantage [15].

Last but not least there is the problem of procedural uncertainty, stemming from the involvement of a wide range of stakeholders who have different levels of expertise and knowledge that can lead to the accumulation of perceived uncertainties and loss of motivation, and invariably to different ways of understanding the decision-making process. “Negative interactions between different sources of perceived uncertainty and factors in the internal and external project environment (such as changes in the constitution of actors involved, institutional change or external technological developments) appeared to play a crucial role in this” [14].

These sources of uncertainty will be associated with the business plan, in an attempt to identify if and how this tool can contribute to narrowing down uncertainty.

3. Business Plan as a Tool for Reducing Uncertainty

This section establishes a link, on theoretical grounds, between uncertainty and business planning, identifying strengths and weaknesses of the latter as a tool for curbing uncertainty. We will then see in Section 4 how this tool has been put into practice by means of a case study analysis applied to citrus waste valorisation.

3.1. Business Plan and Firms’ Performances: Two Different Approaches

A business plan can be defined as a document that describes in detail how an entrepreneurial activity is going to achieve its goals. It sets out the method for running a specific activity over a specific duration [18]. It lays out the overall business strategy; covering marketing, financial and operational areas of business. In addition, it provides a detailed description of the overall budget required for the business activity, current and projected sources of financing, a detailed market analysis and a description of the foreseen marketing strategy [19]. Finally, and most importantly, the plan helps to understand whether an investment is worth the risk (by assessing the opportunity cost of not investing elsewhere) and, if it is indeed the case, it usually demonstrates why there is good reason to ignore short-term financial loss in favour of lon-term gain [18].
Entrepreneurship researchers are engaged in an intense debate about the value of business planning for established and new firms. In particular, two prominent schools of thought provide a distinct theoretical foundation that explain the outcomes of business planning on firm performance. These are the planning school and the learning school [19, 20].

The planning school has investigated at length the empirical relation linking business planning and firms' performances, showing that planning generally improves the effectiveness of management actions, thus facilitating the achievement of a firm's goals. This stream of literature has identified various positive effects of planning, such as quicker decision making, optimization of resources, and the opportunity to avoid wrong strategies [21]. From this perspective, business planning implies first the need to specify goals and subsequently to identify the steps required to achieve them. When following these steps, firms should be facilitated to keep their goal achieving strategies and possible deviations from the business plan under control.

These findings are particularly relevant for small firms, where an even stronger positive relation between business planning and firms' performances is observed [21, 22]. Additionally, several authors showed how business planning is a valuable tool for a firm operating in dynamic and unstable external environments, as it reduces uncertainty by developing new forms of action [21].

The learning school counters this approach, pointing out the paucity of empirical evidence in regard to reducing uncertainty. These scholars propose an adaptive and incremental approach instead of a strategic one, typically fostered by business planners [23, 24]. In summary, this school of thought suggests that firms should invest resources in learning and in efforts to reduce information gaps while looking for flexible strategies to face high degrees of environmental uncertainty rather than constraining themselves to ex-ante defined strategies of action [25]. Further, as business planning can lead to cognitive and organizational rigidities and limited strategic flexibility, these researchers argue that dedicating top management time to business planning results in lower returns, as opposed to dedicating time to resources acquisition and organizational building activities [26].

Finally, the learning school also points out that most potential funders wish to see a business plan as a first step in deciding whether or not to invest. The consequence is that different types of funders might look at the same business plan from different perspectives. Bankers, for instance, stress the financial aspects (in particular cash flows, warranties and covenants) of the proposal and give little emphasis to market or organizational issues. Equity investors and venture capital fund managers, on the other hand, have a very different approach, emphasising both market and finance issues. Finally, business angels pay more attention to the entrepreneurs and to organizational considerations. The implication for entrepreneurs is that they must customise their business plan to address those they are seeking funding from (banks, venture capital funds or business angels, [27]).

### 3.2. Small and Innovative New Firms

Although there are contrasting views on the general relevance of a business plan, establishing a clear distinction between old and new firms seems to be a largely agreed-upon idea. Indeed, the effectiveness of business planning might depend on whether the firm is new or not. Contrary to established firms, new firms face the challenge of launching their production process in the marketplace while being exposed to higher degrees of uncertainty, as well as to wider information gaps [19].

This latter aspect relates to a fundamental difference between new and established firms, which is the degree of procedural uncertainty. As pointed out by Brinckmann et al. [19]: “Compared to managers of established small firms, entrepreneurs launching new firms are likely to face higher degrees of uncertainty, since they have less experience concerning the new firm’s environment, the impact of environmental dynamics on the new firm, and adequate response options.”

For innovative small firms, this type of uncertainty is often coupled with substantive uncertainty stemming from, as in the case of already established firms discussed above, both a lack of knowledge about probabilities and/or possibilities.
4. Case Study and Methodology

In Italy, the citrus-processing industry has increased its importance over the last ten years. As reported in Table 1, citrus production (and the associated waste management) is concentrated in two regions (Calabria and Sicily), which accounts for around 85% of the overall national production.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Area (%)</th>
<th>Population (%)</th>
<th>Citrus Production (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sicily</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calabria</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puglia</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilicata</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campania</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [28,29].

The main product of the Italian industrial process is the juice (35%–45% of the total weight of fresh product), while the main by-products are represented by pastazzo (a mixture of citrus pulp and skins ~60% of fruit weight), and a significant amount of sludge obtained by industrial waste water treatment.

Bearing this in mind, waste valorisation seems to be a good answer to the economic and environmental problem connected to the large amount of by-products obtained (600,000 t of pastazzo year⁻¹). Yet, this process presents many uncertainties that, if not properly addressed, might jeopardise new entrepreneurial developments and initiatives targeting this aim. As discussed in Section 3, laying down a business plan might serve the very purpose of reducing uncertainty. Subsection 4.1 introduces the case study of the Agro Management Development (AMD) business plan, whereas Subsection 4.2 discusses the methodology used to conduct the empirical investigation.

4.1. The Case of Citrus Waste Valorisation in the South of Italy

As stated in the introduction, many companies in the Mediterranean area are trying to valorise their wastes as a strategy to overcome the hurdles associated with unfavourable economic conditions. Agro Management Development (AMD) is an establishing firm that aims to locate its business activity in the very area of waste valorisation. Specifically, AMD was set up by three entrepreneurs in an attempt to overcome the difficulties linked to the on-going economic crisis affecting the agricultural sector in Reggio Calabria. The city, located in southern Italy, and its surroundings are characterised by a wide variety of citrus fruits, among them the bergamot fruit, which is produced almost nowhere else in the world. This local feature has laid the grounds for the idea to reuse the waste generated by the citrus fruits value chain.

The interest of AMD in the reusability of the citrus chain waste is also linked to the economic opportunity offered by the low costs of these by-products and by the relatively low initial investment costs. The citrus value chain in Italy, and in particular the juice value chain, produces by-products constituting about 50%–60% of the original weight of the citrus fruits used in the process (with an annual production rate averaging 500,000 tonnes). Out of this share, 70% of the production chain is found in Calabria and Sicilia where, because of the low cost, the waste is unprocessed/untreated and used for animal feed.

Thus, AMD aims to produce and wholesale semi-finished products from the recovery of waste products of the food industry, starting with citrus fruits (bergamot, orange, lemon, tangerine), and in particular recovering the process’s by-products (commonly referred to as the citrus fruit pulp). In parallel to the actual production, the company aims to launch a continuous R and D programme to look into new products derived from the citrus and agricultural by-products in question (for instance, typical medicinal plants). The interest in citrus by-products, involving mainly mixture peels (60%–75%), pulp (23%–33%) and seeds (0–9%), is linked to the fact that they contain recognized physiologically active components such as fibres and antioxidant polyphenols, and important pharmacological properties that allow numerous therapeutic applications. Furthermore,
the variety of compounds found in the produced granulate makes it a potential ingredient for the preparation of cosmetic products and foodstuffs.

The first and main outlet market of the products obtained with the granules formulated by AMD was nutraceuticals, characterised by a growing demand for: natural supplements and high quality natural products; certified, natural, and local products; and, consequently, raw materials available in large quantities and varieties (differentiation). AMD stated that it would approach companies at the national level, such as Bios Line and Naturando, that have been on the market for many years and that, in addition to R and D activities (conducted internally or outsourced), would directly promote lines of diet supplements and cosmetic products under its own brand. The differentiation of AMD, especially in the first years of operation, will entail centring its R and D activities on the development of new granules and extracts, thus protecting, within the terms prescribed by law, their achievements, and establishing themselves as a supplier to manufacturers of dietary supplements and cosmetic products. Having passed this first phase, the company will market products (supplements and cosmetics) under its own brand. This choice is linked to the fact that the nutraceutical market brings forward, especially in recent years, many products that involve large investments by commercial companies (costs that AMD currently prefers to allocate to the continuous improvement of the production lines and the laboratory). Currently, the closest competitor to AMD is H&AD, a company established in 2009 and also based in the Calabria region, which is active in the extraction of polyphenols from the white lemon pith and of bergamot juice.

4.2. Methodology

Our investigation focuses on the citrus waste valorisation process in the case of a small new firm facing a high degree of uncertainty, limited prior information, and no business structures and procedures. Hence, we build on three streams of research related to our work: uncertainty in food waste valorisation activities, innovation systems, and business models involving early-stage entrepreneurial firms. We use a qualitative case study approach. More specifically, we opted for an instrumental case study design in which “the case is of secondary interest; it plays a supportive role, facilitating our understanding of something else” [30]. By “something else” we refer to our key research question: i.e., assessing the effectiveness of a business plan analysis as a tool for reducing uncertainty in the realm of waste valorising activities. The remainder of this section describes (a) how we gathered the data needed to answer this research question, and (b) the method used for the analysis.

4.2.1. Data Gathering

As mentioned above, our unit of analysis (research setting) is the Agro Management Development company, a small citrus waste valorisation firm located in Calabria, an economically lagging region of southern Italy. The investigation is based on a desk research phase with the aim to analyse the business plan role in creating new businesses and bio-based value chains in the case of citrus waste valorisation. This was complemented by a field research phase to gather primary data through face-to-face, in-depth interviews undertaken during November 2013–October 2014, with the CEO of AMD and his managerial team. More specifically, we conducted six semi-structured interviews, focusing on the various development stages of AMD’s creation project, the subsequent preparation of its business plan, and the types of uncertainty considered (keeping in mind that there are multiple sources of uncertainty that can emerge and evolve as projects develop). In particular, the following items were included in the interview protocol: (i) development of the project idea and design of the project (which turned out to be an ad hoc company with various professional experts included as partners); (ii) analysis of the sources and methods of supply for the production processes with the simultaneous evaluation of critical aspects (i.e., seasonality, feedstock supply); (iii) target market, main competitors and other significant particularities (e.g., average size of competitors, consolidated and pre-existing trade agreements in respect to the main competitors, etc.); (iv) communication strategies with banks and potential investors to gather financial resources; and (v) types of knowledge about possible industrial partners in the new value chain.
As a follow-up, two additional interviews were conducted in January and March 2015 with the CEO of AMD, with the intention of discussing the preliminary findings and exploring further possibilities for project expansion in the light of these findings.

### 4.2.2. Data Analysis

Even if there seems to be a positive relationship between planning and a firm’s performance, as has emerged from the debate presented in Section 3, the existing literature does not provide conclusive answers on how this would change for various types and degrees of uncertainty or for alternative business planning models and processes (e.g., [31,32]). Further, when narrowing the focus of investigation down to a small and innovative new firm, as in the AMD case, the effectiveness of a business plan as a tool to reduce uncertainty and catalyse the interest of prospective investors, customers, and suppliers to the new business activity should be closely examined.

Preliminarily, we note that AMD focused its business plan on three areas: market uncertainty, regulatory/institutional uncertainty and technological uncertainty. As the citrus waste valorisation process involves the adoption and the development of innovations/innovative processes, other sources of uncertainty can be identified. Following Jalonen [12], along with technological uncertainty, market uncertainty and regulatory/institutional uncertainty, other relevant types of uncertainty are: political uncertainty, acceptance/legitimacy uncertainty, managerial uncertainty, resource uncertainty and timing uncertainty. These additional areas of uncertainty, however, were not considered in this case study, as we were not able to gather sufficiently detailed information to satisfactorily address them. In Figure 1, we link the key actors to whom the business plan refers, pinpointing the type of uncertainty for each actor. This resulted in an uncertainty map emerging from the case study under investigation.

![Uncertainty Map](image)

**Figure 1. Addressing Uncertainty through the AMD Business Plan.**

### 5. Results

In order to deliver a comprehensive view from the perspective of an early-stage entrepreneurial firm on how different types of uncertainty affect business development (i.e., the materialization/commercialization of the innovative idea), three key areas will now be discussed in more detail, making use of data from the innovative project initiated by AMD.

**Market uncertainty:** In the case of AMD, the analysis of the business plan proved to be a useful step in identifying all these uncertainties, considering that entrepreneurs wish to identify their reference market as a way of reducing uncertainty. The main findings of the analysis are summarized in the following.

AMD stated that it would work upstream of the food and nutraceutical sectors, providing vegetal flours of citrus fruits for the production of food flour and semi-finished products for food supplements. As was emphasised in the business plan, these sectors are growing extensively,
pushed by the demand for high quality products that can be easily traced by consumers. Indeed, most of the flour-related products currently available on the market are of foreign origin, and this has a negative impact on the choice of products made by consumers. As mentioned in the plan, the strong demand for products from the nutraceutical, food and cosmetics sectors, along with the vast array of potential applications of the semi-finished products derived from the citrus value chain in other sectors (such as beverages and paper), stimulated the design of the initiative. An overview of the potential outlet markets, which have emerged as a result of the business plan, is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Aromatic flour for the production of food products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutraceutics</td>
<td>Dietary fibres for the production of food supplements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galenic</td>
<td>Semi-finished products from which to obtain dry extracts for the production of galenic formulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholic beverages</td>
<td>Semi-finished products to be used in alcohol bath for the production of alcoholic liquors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetics *</td>
<td>Oils of citrus seeds as a basis for the formulation of new products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>The fibre obtained can be used as the basis for the production of paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The possibility to extract oils of citrus seeds will be evaluated in the second year.

The growing spread of products of Protected Designation of Origin (DOP) and of Typical Geographical Indication (IGT) is one attempt to address the problem of protecting local products and, as such, it must ensure full product traceability, including chemical traceability. In this latter case, objective and easily identifiable parameters, which are often associated with compounds and/or chemical-physical attributes, should be used. The identification of molecular markers indicating authenticity of a food product through innovative analytical methods is therefore an indispensable tool for the valorisation of such products. In addition, the entrepreneurial idea was encouraged by the wide availability and the relatively high quality of citrus waste (and in particular of bergamot, which is typically produced in Reggio Calabria), currently representing a cost for the fruit-processing companies (for disposal), and by a production technology that is simple and energy efficient.

The choices made by AMD show a horizontal approach to the market, where the company is at the centre of the micro-market, facilitating interaction between potential customers and its own retail (shop—company—consumer). Hence, a key element of the AMD marketing strategy is meeting nutraceutical customer-manufacturer demands and subsequently that of products’ end users.

**Regulatory/institutional uncertainty:** This source of uncertainty may act as an obstacle if unclear and/or contradictory signals mislead both the developers of the new technology and the investors, leading to the postponement or even the abandonment of the innovation. Conversely, a pro-active and supportive regulatory/institutional framework can facilitate or speed up the development of the new technology. In the case of AMD the analysis revealed that in southern Italy there is currently a pro-active and supportive regulatory framework in place, namely the Reuse Citrus Waste Act (2014). The main objective of this act is to promote industrial research and experimental development in the agro-industrial sector (with particular reference to the sustainable reuse of waste from industrial processing of citrus fruits) in southern Italy. This is achieved through an economic incentive awarded to the best projects developed by entrepreneurs engaged in the production of fruit juices and vegetables and the beverage industry. However relevant, AMD does not seem to be in a position to take full advantage of this supportive regulatory/institutional framework. In fact, most of the innovative activities it proposes are deliberately postponed to the second phase of the activities when R and D activities will gain a central role in determining business strategies, as well as the firm’s overall competitiveness.

Finally, other regulatory issues affecting by-product valorisation are associated with the permits and authorisations. In order to assess the “permissibility” of a waste product used as an
input substance (i.e., a substance used in the food processing), this input substance has to qualify, and the intended use of the output substance must be made known since this will determine which legislation applies [33]. In the specific case of new bio-based chemicals, more stringent regulations must also be taken into account, particularly since the chemical industry is under the ever-increasing scrutiny of national and international bodies due to concerns of related toxicity effects. The European Union provides an example as it has adopted a rigorous regulation (EC—No. 2006/1907) on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (the so-called REACH Regulation). Moreover, the regulation procedure for bio-based chemicals is rather complex and sometimes “more onerous than rules governing petrochemicals.” For instance, “a single bio-based chemical can be subject to regulations at more than one agency, making compliance with the law complicated, uncertain, and expensive—especially for start-ups” [13].

The business plan analysis indicated entrepreneurial awareness of these potential pitfalls, acknowledging the lack of appropriate standards for some of the innovative bioactive compounds considered in the company portfolio. As previously recognised, this lack of standards may act as a blocking mechanism, negatively affecting the resource mobilization and knowledge development and diffusion.

**Technological uncertainty:** The declared aim of AMD is to set up a soft technology, favouring processes that do not alter the content of the biologically active substances during the production cycle, thus guaranteeing the best performance and the highest biological effectiveness of the product (two conditions that are essential to ensure the added value of local products). In fact, as mentioned above, AMD has implemented a two-step technological development plan: In the first phase, no major technological improvements are foreseen. This should allow the firm to gain a competitive position in the market as an established, well-recognised actor. Once this target is achieved and extra profits are obtained, AMD would step into its second phase where a more technological aggressive strategy is foreseen. The key advantage of this two-step strategy would be to distinguish market uncertainty from technological uncertainty, hence reducing overall uncertainty (and risks) especially during the business start-up phase.

Based on the analysis developed so far, we can conclude that, whenever entering a new market, a company is concomitantly confronted with several types of uncertainty. This makes it often impossible to accurately measure inputs entering the innovation process, assess costs and benefits and make accurate performance forecasts. One way to overcome this difficulty is to consider that the innovator often knows more about the business initiative than stakeholders. This knowledge advantage should be properly used in business planning and well communicated externally. This strategy would ultimately attract the attention of stakeholders, a necessary (yet somewhat insufficient) condition for success.

Perhaps AMD did not fully succeed in achieving this target, as the uncertainty analysis was restricted to three specific realms that were not fully developed. Improvements could be achieved, however, following a trial-and-error learning mechanism [34], which is highly appropriate in the presence of uncertainty and changing conditions [35]. In this regard, AMD should invest in reducing the time between subsequent business model iterations, while market, managerial, and entrepreneurial knowledge should be adequately developed to reduce the number of iterations necessary to reach a solution [36].

6. Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the issue of citrus waste management from the perspective of a new and innovative firm. We did so by looking primarily at the inherent uncertainty associated with the start-up phase of a new business activity. Specifically, we concentrated on a business initiative aimed at producing and wholesaling semi-finished products deriving from the recovery of waste products of several citrus fruits (bergamot, orange, lemon, tangerine) cultivated in southern Italy. With reference to the case study in question, we assessed the effectiveness of a business plan as a tool to manage several sources of uncertainty in parallel.
Our investigation showed how several dimensions of uncertainty were not considered in the AMD business plan (i.e., political, resource and managerial uncertainties, as well as timing and acceptance and legitimacy uncertainties), a fact which narrowed the spectrum of our investigation. Moreover, while developing the plan, AMD entrepreneurs focused their attention mainly upon market uncertainty, while technological uncertainty and regulatory/institutional uncertainty were tackled predominantly indirectly, postponing key innovative activities to a second phase, after the start-up firm gained momentum and reached a stable and competitive position in the market. This cautionary and conservative approach might well be an appropriate way to narrow down uncertainty. Yet, it might also signal an incomplete business strategy to stakeholders, hence hindering their willingness to commit to the new entrepreneurial initiative. In fact, although a two-step strategy could indeed be pursued, it should not simply appear as a strategy to postpone a sound risk assessment.

This case study shows that although a business plan could be an effective way to narrow down uncertainty for a new innovative firm, it should be properly customised in order to address all relevant dimensions of uncertainty. Indeed, an insufficiently developed plan might prove counterproductive, revealing (e.g., to possible investors) an inadequate strategy for facing and solving emerging problems, consequently putting the whole business project at risk.
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